Date: Tue May 18 11:33:51 2010
Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.60GHz
OS Version: Windows 7 Ultimate (Build 7600)
Number of CPUs: 2
Physical Memory: 2047 MB
Virtual Memory: 2047 MB

Graphics Details: Unable to determine Graphics Details.

Disk Space:
Drive    Available(Mbytes)    Total(Mbytes)
C:\       15105               51099
D:\       67800               88811
N:\       4310591             8205107
P:\       628724               1519616
Q:\       709612             1187840
R:\       2587211             5087232
T:\       1710784             4187750
V:\       848786             2949120
W:\       4310591             8205107

System requirement status is:
Products: All Abaqus Products
Status: Pass - Found Windows 7 Ultimate (Build 7600) (x86).

Requirement: Microsoft Visual C++ 9.0 (2008), or 10.0 (2010)
Products: Abaqus make utility with C++

Requirement: Intel Fortran Compiler 10.1 or 11.1
Products: Abaqus make utility with Fortran and Abaqus with user subroutines
Status: Pass - Found Intel Fortran Compiler 10.1 Build 20081024
Package ID W_FC_C_9.1.032.

Requirement: HP-MPI 01.01.00.00
Products: Abaqus analyses using MPI-based parallelization and Abaqus/CFD
Status: Pass - Found HP-MPI 01.01.00.00.

Requirement: Internet Explorer 6.0 or 7.0 or 8.0, Firefox 2.0 or 3.0
or 3.5, or greater
Products: Abaqus Documentation
Status: Pass - Found Internet Explorer 8.0.7600.16385
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